About the Talk

The fundamental is of course mastery of the science of material engineering. Beyond that: in depth understanding of the clinical needs. Our body is complex. Each of us has different disease combinations in very different individual body environments. There are many varieties of intertwined biological systems. We have huge needs for better materials for diagnostics, therapeutics, assistive and preventive fields. Take just implantable devices as an example: We can put implants into the blood stream, urinary systems, cerebral-spinal fluids channels, pleura, abdomen, bile ducts, joints, organs, eyes or bronchi. Each of these areas would have complex reactions to the materials, and the design specifications for each clinical need would be quite different. It is important for us to appreciate these issues before we embark on fruitless long journeys. Beyond that, we must consider the commercialisation aspects. If a product cannot be manufactured, distributed or reimbursed, it will not reach the patients. Let's try to avoid having many patents framed but unused on our walls. Let's explore how clinicians and engineers can work together.
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